The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one arises frequently, but it is a tedious and time consuming task to merge programs by hand. The program-integration algorithm proposed by Horwitz, Prins, and Reps provides a way to create a semantics-based tool for integrating a base program with two or more variants. The integration algorithm is based on the assumption that any change in the behaviour, rather than the text, of a program variant is significant and must be preserved in the merged program. An integration system based on this algorithm will determine whether the variants incorporate interfering changeS, and, if they do not, create an integrated program that includes all changes as well as all features of the base program that are preserved in all variants. This paper studies the algebraic properties of the program-integration operation, such as whether there is a law of associativity. (For example, in this context associativity means: "If three variants of a given base are to be integrated by a pair of two-variant integrations, the same result is produced no matter which two variants are integrated first.") Whereas an earlier work that studied the algebraic properties of program integration formalized the Horwitz-Prins-Reps integration algorithm as an operation in a Brouwerian algebra, this paper introduces a new algebraic structure in which integration can be formalized, called fmalgebra. In fm-algebra, the notion of integration derives from the concepts of a program modification and an operation for combining modifications. (Thus, while earlier work concerned an algebra of programs, this paper concerns an algebra of program modifications.)
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The potential benefits of an algebraic theory of integration, such as the one developed in this paper, are actually three-fold:
(1) It allows one to understand the fundamental algebraic properties of integration---laws that express the "essence of integration." Such laws allow one to reason formally about the integration operation. (2) It provides knowledge that is useful for designing alternative integration algorithms whose power and scope are beyond the capabilities of current algorithms. (3) Because such a theory formalizes certain operations that are more primitive than the integration operation, an implementation of these primitive operations can form the basis for a more powerful program-manipulation system than one based on just the integration operation.
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The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one arises frequently: when a system is "customized" by a user and simultaneously upgraded by a maintainer, and the user desires a customized, upgraded version; when a system is being developed by multiple programmers who may simultaneously work with separate copies of the source files; when several versions of a program exist and the same enhancement or bug-fix is to be made to all of them. A tool that provides automatic assistance in tackling such problems would obviously be useful.
The program-integration algorithm proposed by Horwitz, Prins, and Reps [Horwitz89] --referred to hereafter as the HPR algorithm--provides a way to create a semantics-based tool for integrating two or more variants of a base program. The HPR algorithm is based on the assumption that any change in the behaviour, rather than the text, of program components in a variant is significant and must be preserved in the merged program. By the "behaviour" of a program component on some initial state ~, we mean the sequence of values produced at the component when the program is executed on or. By the "sequence of values produced at a component," we mean: for a predicate, the sequence of boolean values to which the predicate evaluates; for an assignment statement, the sequence of values assigned to the target variable.
Given variants a and b of program base, the HPR algorithm first determines whether the changes made to base to produce a and b interfere; for example, one condition that causes interference is when there is a component of base, a, and b that has different behaviours in the three different programs. If there is no interference the algorithm produces a merged program that incorporates the changed behaviour of a with respect to base, the changed behaviour of b with respect to base, and the unchanged behaviour common to base, a, and b. To achieve this, the HPR algorithm employs a program representation that is similar to the program dependence graphs that have been used previously in vectorizing and parallelizing compilers [Kuck81, Ferrante87] . The algorithm also makes use of Weiser's notion of a program slice [Weiser84, Ottenstein84] to find the statements of a program that determine the behaviour of potentially affected program components.
One of the main features of the HPR algorithm that distinguishes it from text-based integration tools, such as the UNIX 1 utility diff3, is its semantic property described above. One has no guarantees about the way the progrmn that results from a purely textual merge behaves in relation to the behaviour of the programs that are the arguments to the merge. The HPR algorithm, on the other hand, provides exactly such a semantic guarantee. This obviates the need to check the integrated program for conflicts that might have been introduced by the integration algorithm.
Though not as apparent, the algebraic properties of an integration algorithm play an equally important role in justifying various of its uses, particularly those that involve compositions of integrations. A two-variant program-integration algorithm defines a ternary (partial) function, Reps [Reps90] addressed a variety of such questions about the HPR algorithm by reformulating the HPR algorithm as an operation in a Brouwerian algebra constructed from sets of dependence graphs. (A Brouwerian algebra is a distributive lattice with an additional binary operation, denoted by -, which is a kind of difference operation [McKinsey46] ). In this algebra, the program-integration operation can be defined solely in terms of II, [q, and -'. By making use of the rich set of algebraic laws that hold in Brouwerian algebras, a number of algebraic properties of the integration operation were established. For instance, it was possible to show that the integration operation is associative.
One of the advantages of such an abstract approach is its potential applicability to other integration algorithms. Thus, for instance, showing that a given algorithm can be formulated as an integration operation in some Brouwerian algebra is sufficient to show that the properties proved in [Reps90] hold for the given algorithm too. Such abstract approaches are necessitated by the development of extensions and modifications to the basic HPR algorithm (intended to extend the set of language constructs to which the integration algorithms apply [Ho1"witz90,Horwitz89a] and to incorporate some alternative techniques [Yang90] ). Unfortunately, the integration algorithm proposed in [Yang90] is not associative (and is thus not covered by the Brouwerian-algebraic framework).
This brings out another potential benefit of an algebraic theory of integration. Some properties of integration, such as associativity, are so important that they could be considered as an algebraic criterion the integration algorithms are required to satisfy. An algebraic theory of integration should not be considered as merely a tool to analyse proposed integration algorithms to discover their algebraic properties. Rather, it should provide knowledge that is of use in the design of new integration algorithms, knowledge that can ensure that these algorithms have certain algebraic properties.
Yet another of the benefits of a theory like the one developed in this paper is that it formalizes certain operators that are more primitive than the integration operation. These operators can form the basis for a more powerful program-manipulation system than one based on just the integration operation.
In this paper, we present a new approach to studying program-integration algorithms. In particular, we introduce a new algebraic structure, fin-algebra. Here, the concept of program integration derives from the concept of program modifications and the idea of combining program modifications. If each variant is thought of as having been obtained by performing a certain modification to the base program, an integration algorithm creates a merged program by first combining all the modifications and then applying the resultant modification to the base program. Thus, while the work reported in [Reps90] is based on an algebra of programs, the work reported here is based on an algebra of program modifications.
These ideas are formalized in Section 2, by treating "program modifications" as functional elements, by introducing an operator that combines two modifications, and by defining the integration operator in terms of these more primitive concepts. This provides us with a framework for studying the algebraic properties of integration. In Section 3, certain simple classes offm-algebras are defined axiomatically. In Section 4, some properties of the integration operator (of these classes) are derived from the axioms satisfied by the basic operators. Section 5 shows that this approach to integration is very general. More specifically, it is shown there that any integration operator satisfying some simple properties can be constructed in the suggested fashion from appropriately defined "program-modification" elements and a "modification-combination" operator that satisfies the proposed axioms. The construetion of models of the axioms also demonstrates their consistency. We illustrate our approach with an example in Section 6. Section 7 discusses a problem related to prograna integration, that of separating consecutive edits on some base program into individual edits on the base program. Section 8 compares our approach with related work. Definition. A modification algebra is an algebra with two sets P and M, and three operations A, +, and <>, with the following functionalities:
Functional-modification algebras
For our purposes, we may interpret the components of a modification algebra as follows. P denotes the set of programs; M denotes a set of allowable program-modification operations; A(a, base) yields the program modification done to base to obtain a; operation m 1 +m2 combines two modifications m 1 and m 2 to give a new modification; m <base > denotes the program obtained by performing modification m on program base. Thus, answering the questions listed previously amounts to defining a particular modification algebra.
We now consider a particular kind of modification algebra in which the modifications (elements of M) happen to be certain functions from P to P, and <> is just ordinary function application. (In what follows P ----) P is the set of all functions from P to P.) Definition. A functional-modification algebra (abbreviated fro-algebra) is an algebra with two sets P and M, where M is a subset of P --~ P. There are three operations: A, +, and function application, where A and + have the following functionalities:
In the next section, we define two varieties of fro-algebra -S-algebra and W-algebra (for strong and weak fm-algebra, respectively) -which have somewhat different axioms for A and +.
The intuitive description of integration given at the beginning of this section may be formalised through the following definition of a ternary integration operator [[ ]] : P x P x P ---) P of an fro-algebra.
Definition. a[[base~b a= ( A (a, base)+ A (b,base)) (base).
Remark: More generally, we can let the elements of M be partial functions from P to P.
This may be more convenient in modeling interference among modifications, and does not affect the following results. We restrict our attention tofin-algebras in the following sections, but the definitions and results may be directly generalised for modification algebras.
Axiomatisation of functional-modification algebras
The above definition formalises our intuitive explanation of program integration. In this section we look at properties that we might reasonably expect of A and +, given our interpretation of these operations. We utilise collections of such properties in axiomatically defining varieties offm-algebras, and then study these classes. In what follows, I denotes the identity function from P to P. (Thus, it may be interpreted as the empty or null modification.)
Definition. An S-algebra is a functional-modification algebra that satisfies the following axioms:
$3-$6. <M, + > is a join-semi-lattice with I as the least element. This expands into the following four axioms: $3. + is commutative. $4. + is idempotent. $5. I is the identity element with respect to +. $6. + is associative.
$7. A (a~base llb, base)= A (a,base ) + A (b, base ).
Axioms S1-S6 can be justified intuitively. Axiom $7 is a formalisation of our intuitive expectation of the integrated program (e.g., the axiom can be read as: a~base]b is the ele-ment x such that A (x, base) is the combination of A (a, base) and A (b, base)). Axiom $7 is discussed again later.
In Section 4 we derive some simple properties of the integration operator of an S-algebra. We first consider a weaker form of axioms $3-$7 that is sufficient to derive these various properties. This weaker set of axioms is motivated by the following observation: as the definition of _I[_~_ indicates, we are not interested in "combining" arbitrary eIements of M, but only modifications to the same base program. More formally, define
Mbase A= { A (a, base): a ~ P }. We are interested in combining two modifications only if both are elements of some Mbase. Hence, the axioms $3-$7 above may be weakened as follows. 
W4. A(a, base)+ A(a, base)= A(a,base). W5. 1 + A(a, base) = A(a, base) = A(a,base) +I. W6. ( A (a, base) + A (b, base)) + A (c, base) = A (a, base) + ( A (b, base) + A (c, base)). W7. A (a, base)+ A (b, base) ~ Mba~e.
We now show that axiom $2 (= W2) implies that the axioms $7 and W7 are equivalent.
Proposition. If an fm-algebra satisfies axiom $2, then it satisfies axiom $7 iff it satisfies axiom W7. [] In particular, every W-algebra satisfies axiom $7, and every S-algebra satisfies axiom W7; thus. every S-algebra is also a W-algebra. 
Properties of_l[_]]_
.. Xn) A= ( A (x l ,base ) + A (x 2,base ) + "'" + A (xn,base ))(base ).
Note: The above definition makes sense as long as + is associative, at least when restricted to Mbase. 
PROOF. (xEbase ~y )[base ]Iz = ( A (xE base ~y, base ) + A (z, base ))(base ) = (A (x, base)+ A (y,base) + A (z,base))(base) (axiom $7) = (x[[base]ly,z). []
As an immediate consequence, we get the following assoeiativity theorem.
THEOREM. (xEbase ]lY )E base ]]z = xEbase ]](yEbase ]]z ) = (x Ebase ]lz )l[ base ]]y = x~base ]]y,z.
Note that _1[_]]_ is a ternary operator. By saying that _E_]]
_ is associative we mean that for any base the curded binary operator _[[base~_ is associative. We intuitively expect program integration to be associative: associativity justifies integrating multiple variants of a base program by performing a succession of two-variant integrations (in any order).
From integration tohn-algebras
The previous sections outline one possible way of constructing integration operators satisfying some simple properties from binary operators A and + that form an S-algebra or Walgebra. A natural question that arises is: how general is this approach? Is it reasonable to assume that integration operators may always be constructed in such a fashion? In this section we show the generality of this approach by showing that any integration operator satisfying certain simple properties can be constructed in such a fashion. Assume that [ ]_:(P × P x P) ----) P is a ternary operator on P satisfying the following properties (we expect most integration operators to satisfy these properties):
L4. (a [base ]b )[base ]c = a [base ](b [base ]c). Define A :(P x P) ----) ~ --~ P)by currying [ ] as below:
A
(a,base) a= Xb.(a[base]b).
In the following subsections we consider two different definitions of +, the operator for combining modifications. In each case the corresponding _l[_]]_ operator is shown to be the same as [ ] . We show that A and the first version of + yield a W-algebra. We then show that A and the second version of + yield an S-algebra, assuming that [ ] satisfies one additional property (stated below as L5).
Definition 1
Define + to be function composition. Let M be the range of A closed under function composition. Consider the resulting fro-algebra <P,M, 4, + >. 
Definition 2
We assume in this subsection that [ ] satisfies the following property, in addition to the properties L1-L4 listed at the beginning of this section: 
L5. (a [base ] c) [c ] (c [base ] b ) = (a [base ] b) [base ] c.
Property L5 says that (a [base]c) [c] (c [base
a~base]]b = ( A (a,base) + A (b, base)) (base) = ( A (a, base )(base)) [base ] ( A (b, base )(base )) = (a [base ]base) [base ] (b [base ]base ) = a [base ]b []
THEOREM. <P,M, A, + > is an S-algebra.
PROOF. S 1. A (a,a) = I
(as in the previous subsection) $2. A (a, base )(base ) = a (as in thc previous subsection) $3. ml +m2 =~o. rot(P) [P] [Reps90] is briefly summarised at the beginning of the next section.) Hence, the construction above shows the existence of non-trivial models of the axioms of S-algebra and W-algebra.
Remark: Observe that if [ ] were a partial ternary operator, then the elements of M of the fm-algebras constructed above could be partial functions.
Fm-algebras for the HPR algorithm
In this section, we look at an example of constructing an integration algorithm from an fmalgebra. We develop the integration algorithm first proposed by Horwitz, Prins and Reps [Horwitz89] (the HPR algorithm) and later expressed in an algebraic framework by Reps [Reps90] . The algorithm makes use of a program representation called a program dependence graph [Kuck81, Ferrante87] . Let s be a vertex of a program dependence graph G. The slice of G with respect to s, denoted by Gls, is a graph containing all vertices on which s has a transitive flow or control dependence. A dependence graph is a single-point slice iff it is the slice of some dependence graph with respect to some vertex (i.e., equivalently, iff G = G/v for some vertex v in G). The algebraic framework is based a partial order < on single-point slices that denotes the relation "is-a-subslice-of'. In this framework, a program is represented by the set of all single-point slices of the program. P, the domain of program representations, is taken to be the set of all downwardsclosed sets of single-point slices. Let -[" denote the set of all single-point slices, and 3_ the empty set. Let u, c~, and -denote the set-theoretic union, intersection and difference operators. P is closed with respect to w and n. P is not closed under -, but is closed under the pseudo-difference operator -defined as follows: X -Y = DC (X-Y) P is also closed under a similar (dual) operator -defined as follows, where -denotes the set-theoretic complement with respect to T.
X + Y = UC (Y-X)
Reps [Reps90] shows that (P, w, n, , .'-, T) is a double Brouwerian algebra and that the HPR integration algorithm can be represented by the ternary operator [ ] defined by:
a [base ]b A= (a :-base) w (a n base c~ b) u (b -base) Here we see how the approach outlined in Section 2 can be used to arrive at the same definition.
The HPR algorithm considers the following two types of modifications: addition of slices and deletion of slices. Consider the modification of base to a. The set difference (a-base) represents the slices that have been added to the base program. This suggests the possibility of representing this "addition of (a-base)" by the function Xp.p w (a-base). Unfortunately, this function does not necessarily map downwards-closed sets to downwards-closed sets and hence may not be an element of (P ---> P). Similarly, (base-a) represents the set of slices that have been deleted and we would like to represent this deletion by the function lp.p-(base-a). This function too may not be an element of (P ---> P). In what follows, we look at two different ways of changing these functions so that they do map downwards-closed sets to downwards-closed sets. 
Definition 2
In Section 6.1, the addition of (a-base) was interpreted as the addition of DC(a-base), giving us the function Xp.p u (a "-base) . Analogously, the deletion of (base-a) can be interpreted as the deletion of UC(base-a), since the absence of (base-a) in any downwards- Though this definition of A and + yields the same integration operator as the definitions in Section 6.1, the A and + themselves do not satisfy the same set of axioms: operators A and + satisfy axioms S1-$6, but they do not satisfy axiom $7. (This suggests that studying sets of axioms weaker than S 1-$7 might be potentially useful.) 
Relation to previous work
This paper has presented new techniques for studying program-integration algorithms. We introduced a new formalism for expressing integration, based on the following ideas:
(1) Program modifications are formalized as functions from programs to programs. (4) There is an operation ml + m2 that combines two modification functions m 1 and rn2 to give a new modification function. The formalization of the concept of a modification leads to a different way of looking at the problem of program integration, by shifting the focus from the domain of programs to the domain of program-modifications. We feel that the framework of modification algebra and fro-algebra is general enough to model different integration algorithms. The study of different classes offm-algebras, characterised by the properties that the operators A and + satisfy, arises naturally, as a means of establishing the properties of different integration algorithms. The discussions in Section 4 concerning the associativity of integration and in Section 7 concerning the problem of separating consecutive edits show that fro-algebra is a useful abstraction for studying the algebraic properties of program integration. It is worth noting that this paper is really about a theory of modifications, since it is immaterial whether the objects being modified are programs or not.
The work most closely related to the work presented in this paper is [Reps90] , which also uses algebra to study program integration. There, the set of downwards-closed sets of singlepoint slices is shown to form a Brouwerian algebra; an integration operation is defined for Brouwerian algebra; and the integration operation for the Brouwerian algebra of downwardsclosed sets of single-point slices is shown to correspond to the HPR integration algorithm.
This paper makes use of the results of [Reps90] in the following way: the constructions in Sections 5 and 6 show that the integration operation in a Brouwerian algebra--and hence, by the correspondence established in [Reps90] , the HPR integration algorithm as well---corresponds to the integration operation in appropriately definedfm-algebras.
However, the S-and W-algebras studied in this paper are substantially different from Brouwerian algebra. Brouwerian algebra deals with one kind of element (which in [Reps90] formalizes the space of program representations). In contrast, fro-algebra has two kinds of elements; in our context, the two kinds of elements formalize the space of program representations and the space of program modifications. In other words,frn-algebra explicitly formalizes the notion of a modification, for which there is no corresponding notion in Brouwerian algebra.
